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Overview

Qualitative Results on Full Pipeline

Pipeline

Goal: Take a video with multiple periods of repetitive motion and
reorder frames into a single fine detail period
Applications: Heartbeat monitoring[9], repetitive motion stress
analysis[10], fine scale motion analysis for optimizing sports
performance or detecting onset of mechanical failure, autism
stereotypical repetitive motion analysis[11]
Challenges: Noise, drift, occlusions, background motion
Main Approach: Parameterize period topologically with sliding
windows and pixel by pixel median vote where sliding windows line up

•

Code / Supplementary Material

https://github.com/ctralie/SloMoLoops

Sliding Window Videos

Simple frame reordering
by circular coordinates is
visually choppy
Median voting removes
background objects and
cuts mitigates motion
drift between periods

•

http://www.ctralie.com/Research/SloMoLoops/

Quantitative Experiment on Circular Coordinates

Topological Data Analysis / Persistent Homology[2]
•

A tool for quantifying multiscale topological features in point
cloud data

3 Synthetic Periodic Videos: Simple, harmonic, crowd
3 Noise Types: AWGN, Motion Blur, Dynamic Occlusion/Background

Simple w/Occlusion

•

Persistence diagram: births scale at which feature forms,
death scale at which feature dies.
Persistence is death - birth.

•

Used to find the scale at which the graph Laplacian (see
below) should be built on the sliding window embedding

•

•
•

Let scale
be
where di and bi are the death and birth times corresponding
to max persistence dot (similar to [4])

•
•

Harmonic w/ Motion Blur

With sliding window, errors are low for severe noise and for
moderate shake and occlusions
Without sliding window, errors high for nearly all noise ranges

SLIDING
WINDOW

Weighted Graph Laplacian Circular Coordinates
•

Crows w/ Gaussian Noise

• A tool for nonlinear dimension reduction

Stack delay frames of video into one large vector[5, 6]

• Inspired by [1], we use it to parameterize our sliding window

•

Leads to a point cloud which lies on a topological loop for
all types of periodic videos[5]

•

Provides a sort of “time regularization”

NO
SLIDING
WINDOW

point cloud after building a weighted graph on it
• Use v1 and v2 adjacent eigenvectors with smallest number
of zero crossings within 10 smallest eigenvalues
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Circulant Graph Model for Periodic Videos
•

Assume a video with period T going through k periods

•

Eigenvectors come in cosine/sine pairs with eigenvalue of
multiplicity 2

•

Eigenvectors with smallest nonzero eigenvalue go through
one period. When plotted jointly, they form a circle
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